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• 2225 bills introduced in 2018

• 1217 made it to the Governor’s desk

• 1016 were signed into law

SIX SIGNIFICANT STATUTORY CHANGES

Mental Health Diversion

PC § 1001.36 (AB1810/New) - Mentally-disordered criminals may be diverted for 

treatment instead of prosecution if certain findings are made, except for murder, 

manslaughter, most PC290 offenses, designated sex offenses, and possession or 

use of weapons of mass destruction. (Eff 6-27-18, SB215 changes Eff 1-1-19.)**

Felony Murder 

PC §§ 188, 189, 1170.95 (SB1437/Amended/New) - “Felony-murder” liability is 

limited to felons who kill, assist the killer with intent to kill, or act with “reckless 

indifference” to human life as a “major participant” in the felony, except when the 

victim is a peace officer. Persons previously convicted on felony-murder or “natural 

and probable consequences” theories may petition for conviction reversal and 

resentencing on the underlying felony, with CTS.**

Bail

PC § 1320.6 (SB10/New) Eliminates cash bail and replaces with risk assessments. 

Humphreys on cert and repeal referendum qualified for 2020 ballot, so provisions 

won’t take effect on 10-1-19. **

PC § 1320.8 (SB10/New) - Misdemeanor arrestees (warranted or warrantless) 

must be released within 12 hours of booking, exceptions in PC1320.10(e).** 

Prop 57

WI § 707 (SB1391/Amended) - Minors who commit crimes when they are under 

the age of 16 may not be tried as adults, unless apprehended after they are no 

longer subject to juvenile court jurisdiction. **



Five-Year Priors

PC §§ 667(a), 1385 (SB1393/Amended) - Courts now have discretion to strike 

five-year priors for serious felonies at sentencing.  1385(b) is deleted.**

Firearm Prohibition for 5150 

WI § 8103 (AB1968/Amended) - A person who has been committed two or more 

times within one year for W&I 5150 is permanently banned from owning a firearm. 

Also prohibits facility from submitting request directly to the court for gun return 

hearing on behalf of the committed person. (Enacted 1-1-19, Eff. 1-1-20).  

COURTS

EC §§ 351.3, 351.4 (SB785/Amended) – No disclosure in open court of a 

person’s immigration status, unless a crime element or an affirmative defense.  

EC § 1294 (AB1736/Amended) – Adds two types of prior inconsistent statements 

that are admissible when a witness is unavailable; audio recordings and PIS taken 

at a conditional examination. 

HS § 11361.9 (AB1793/New) Cannabis Resentencing Act - By 7/1/19 DOJ 

identifies eligible convictions and notifies county prosecution agencies.  By 7/1/20 

prosecution reviews and determines which, if any, to challenge. 

PC § 17 (AB1941/Amended) - Court can reduce wobbler to misdemeanor after

completion of probation when sentence is suspended.

PC §§ 817, 1526 (AB/2710/Amended) - Eliminates requirement for telephone 

conversation and administration of oath by magistrate for search warrants, if the 

officer signs his/her declaration under penalty of perjury.

PC § 1054.9 (AB1987/Amended) - A defendant convicted of a serious or violent 

felony and sentenced to 15 years or more has a right to post-conviction discovery 

in order to support a habeas writ or a motion to vacate the judgment. 

PC § 1170(d)(1) (AB2942 & AB1812/Amended) - Expands resentencing.  Court may 

reduce a term of imprisonment and modify the judgment, including plea greements. 

Court can recall and resentence at request of DA.  (Enacted 6-27-18, Eff. 1-1-19.) 



PC § 1209.5 (AB2532/Amended) - Requires courts to allow community service in 

lieu of paying a fine for an infraction if hardship.

PC § 1370 (SB1187/Amended) - Reduces treatment period from three years to 

two years maximum to restore competency.  Allows custody credits for treatment 

time in jail. (Enacted 6-27-18, Eff. 1-1-19.)

CRIMES

BP 25621.5 (AB2914/New) - Alcohol licensees can’t sell cannabis in any form.

PC § 490.4 (AB1065/New) - Crime of “organized retail theft,” as defined four 

ways, may be a misdemeanor or a county-jail wobbler. Statute expires 1-1-21. 

PC § 4577 (SB1355/New) - It is an infraction to knowingly operate a drone over a 

jail, juvenile or prison facility or camp. 

PC § 27510 (SB1100/Amended) - Dealers may not sell any firearms to anyone 

under 21 yo.

VC § 21200 (AB1755/Amended) - Applies injury hit-and-run statute to bicyclists 

on a Class 1 bikeway. 

 

VC §§ 23577, 23578, 23612 (AB2717/Amended) - Eliminates some criminal 

consequences for DUI refusal.  Modifies the admonition police officers must give 

to arrestees. 

DMV

VC § 1656.3 (AB2918/Amended) - DMV driver’s handbook must contain 

information on officers’ authority at traffic stops, and the legal rights of drivers 

and passengers, including the right to file a complaint against the officers.

VC § 12800 (SB179/New) - Applicants for a CDL may certify their chosen gender 

category of “female, male or nonbinary.” 

JUVENILES



WI § 602, 602.1 (SB439/Amended/New) - A minor under age 12 cannot be 

prosecuted unless the crime is murder, forcible rape, sodomy, oral copulation or 

sexual penetration. (Eff. 1-1-19.)  In all other 601/602 cases, counties must release 

to parents. (Eff. 1-1-20) 

WI § 607 (AB1812/Amended) - Extends DJJ jurisdiction to age 25 from age 23 

in certain circumstances. (Enacted 6-27-18.)

WI § 625.4 (AB1584/New) – Limits the voluntary collection of DNA specimens 

from juveniles, with costs of $5000 plus attorney’s fees for violations. Does not 

apply to specimens lawfully collected per PC § 296, under a valid search warrant, or 

in cases of exigency, child abduction, or sexual assault. 

WI §§ 709,712 (AB1214/New) - New procedures for juvenile competency 

hearings, and for the dismissal of some cases where the minor is found IST. 

WI § 786 (AB2952/Amended) - Sealed juvenile court records may be accessed by 

prosecutors to meet Brady obligations.  Preserves sealed juvenile records until age 

33 if subject to firearm restrictions.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

GC § 6254 (AB748/Amended) - LE agencies must disclose audio/video recordings 

of “critical incidents” (shootings and use of force with death or GBI), with 

specified exceptions for limited times. (Eff 7-1-19.)

PC § 688.5 (AB2495/New) - Cannot charge D for investigation, prosecution, or 

appeal costs that a city or county incurs in a criminal case, unless provided for by 

statute. 

PC § 832.7 (SB1421/Amended) - Peace officer personnel records involving 

shooting at a person, use of force with death or GBI, sexual assault of a member 

of the public, and acts of dishonesty, are subject to specified disclosure per PRA. 

PC § 832.12 (AB2327/New) - All LE agencies must keep records of officer 

misconduct and must permit prospective employing agencies to access. 



PC § 853.6 (AB1065/Amended) - Additional reasons for booking misdemeanor 

arrestees instead of citing and releasing them include outstanding FTAs, prior 

theft from a store or vehicle within six months, or PC to suspect ORT. 

PC § 859.7 (SB923/New) - By 1-1-20, LE agencies must have policies for 

conducting line-ups and photo ID by a “blind administrator;” specified admonitions 

must be given to witnesses; and the process must be audio/video recorded, if 

possible.

PC § 13650 (SB978/New) - By 1-1-20, LE agencies must post to their websites all 

standards, policies, practices, operating procedures and education and training 

materials that could be obtained by PRA request. 

SEX and DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

FC § 4325 (AB1129/Amended) - No spousal support w/felony DV conviction; 

presumption for misdemeanor. 

FC § 6300 (AB2694/Amended) - Ex parte restraining order cannot be denied 

solely based on lack of notice.  If evading service, other methods may be allowed.

PC § 287 (SB1494/New) - Former section 288a is renumbered to remove 

confusion with section 288(a).

PC § 647(j) (AB324/Amended) - Peephole voyeurism requires only an “identifiable” 

(not an identified) victim. 

PC § 3003 (SB1199/Amended) - Sex offenders released on parole or PRCS shall, if 

reasonably possible, be returned to city of last legal residence, or a close 

geographic location with family/social/economic ties.

PC § 29805 (AB3129/Amended) - Previous 10-year restriction on possession of 

firearms is changed to a lifetime ban for misdemeanor DV convictions after 1-1-19.

WI § 6601 (AB2661/Amended) – Offense committed by SVP at CDCR or ASH 

that is not sexually violent doesn’t change the jurisdiction of the pending SVP 

petition to county of offense.  It stays with county of petition. 
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